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Lone Jack Restores Tusculum Features
Financed by a generous grant from the
Roller-Bottimore Foundation and matching
funds from private donors, the Tusculum
Institute has hired Lone Jack Construction to
repair and stabilize some of the building
elements from the historic structure known
as Tusculum. Owner Jon Cesafsky and his
team of professional restorers began work in
September.
A previous assessment conducted by
Arcadia Preservation detailed the condition of 486 architectural artifacts and
singled out several dozen that required professional restoration. These include
the first floor sills, summers and principal girts, and the stud and joist tenons.
Cesafsky and his team will repair these elements At a later date, features that
cannot be repaired will be replaced using chestnut oak timber that was cut for
this purpose in 2008.

Visit our new blog,
which features historic
photos of Sweet Briar
and its environs:
briarhistory.tumblr.com

Lone Jack restorers will be assisted in their work by Sweet Briar junior Madeline
Hodges. She will be earning credit for her Arts Management Practicum with
Karol Lawson, director of Sweet Briar Museums.
Pictured above: Maddie Hodges ’13 and Jon Cesafsky stand in front of the stored
materials.

Most of the features that Cesafsky will work on are large, architectural elements, such
as cross-beams, studs, and joint tenons. But there are the occasional unusual features,
such as (from left to right): an inscribed brick with the initials “EHC,” two joined pieces
marked with the Roman numeral “XIII,” and a rectangular decoration on one of the
fireplace mantels.
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Students Mine Sweet Briar’s Story for Research Opportunities
Sweet Briar College is a rich landscape for learning across academic disciplines and there are many examples of
students who have studied its history, people and environs under the guidance of faculty and staff. Several current
students are working on multi-term projects, including Anna Richards ’14, who has been culling mid-20th century
issues of the Amherst New Era-Progress. One article from the 1940s, described how “Brick for the [Sweet Briar]
buildings was burnt on the place and it necessitated huge fires that had to be kept going 24 hours at a time. We cut
400 cords of wood for the fires.” Most of the on-campus
brick is local, such as the brick in Fletcher Hall.
Maryam Rasoulian ’14, has been transcribing the 1870
Federal Census, which records the African-American
community in nearby Coolwell. Many of these individuals
moved to Coolwell after emancipation where they
worked as farmers, domestic servants, millers,
physicians, merchants, wheelwrights, wood choppers
and a depot agent.
Megan Salazar ’14 is compiling marriage records for
African-American brides and grooms who took
advantage of postbellum legal changes to marry loved
ones (sometimes multi-decade partners who could not legally marry during slavery). At the other end of the lifespan,
Danielle Haines ’09, a recent graduate, is recording postbellum births that include “Bettie Fletcher,” born in 1875 to
“Louvenia” (Lavinia) Fletcher and her husband, “Jas.” (James). Lavinia was enslaved on the Sweet Briar Plantation;
her descendants were featured in an earlier newsletter when they returned to Sweet Briar to host a family reunion.
Ann Roach ’13 is working with Professor Karol Lawson and Professor Lynn Rainville to design an exhibit on Tusculum
to be installed in the Sweet Briar Museum. Laura Dietrich ’12 is working with Bob Carter of the Virginia Department of
Historic Resources to plan the next Teaching with Historic Places conference and an upcoming workshop for regional
historical societies. And Jordanne Ryan ’12 is assisting Rainville with social media outreach.

Red Clay and Blue Mountains: Celebrating Amherst County
The Sweet Briar Galleries are hosting an exhibit by local artists in Benedict Gallery
through Nov. 20, 2011. The exhibit, which features nearby attractions, coincides with the
250th anniversary of the founding of Amherst County. Events have been held all year to
celebrate the establishment of the county in 1761. “Amherst” is named after Sir Jeffrey
Amherst, the “conquerer of Canada,” who was named governor of Virginia even though
he never set foot in the colony. When the county was “founded,” Native Americans had
lived in the region for centuries.
The fall art show includes 16 paintings, drawings, watercolors, and photographs by a
dozen artists from Amherst and the surrounding area. The resulting selections highlight
memorable people and places in the county. For example, Jackie Beidler’s 2010 painting,
“Amherst Circle,” shown here, depicts the fountain in the middle of the oldest traffic circle
in Virginia, located in downtown Amherst.
Beidler is descended from the Williams family, who were the 20th-century occupants of
Tusculum. Other artists in the show have roots that go back generations. Bonnie Davis’
family pre-dates the Revolutionary War; her art is inspired by local landsapes, animals, and birds. And Rosalie Day
White, who has taught school here for 36 years, is the granddaughter of a former Amherst town mayor. Two of her
seasonal paintings are included in the show. As she said, succinctly, “I feel like I’m part of the red clay.”
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Sweet Briar Curriculum Encourages Students to “learn on the land”
Every August the newest crop of Sweet Briar students fan out across
the college’s acres to experience “learning on the landscape,”
figuratively and literally. Trips run the gamut from the construction of
blue bird boxes to reading poetry in one of the on-campus graveyards.
Several English and creative writing professors encourage their
students to reflect on the lives of the enslaved workers who are buried
in the Sweet Briar Plantation Burial Ground. For example, Tony Lilly
asks his students to read and reflect on Lucille Clifton’s poignant
verses titled “mulberry fields” (published in Mercy, BOA Editions Ltd.,
2004). And Dr. Rainville walks students through the historic built
environment and discusses evidence from the Sweet Briar archives.

mulberry fields — by Lucille Clifton (1936-2010)

Gravestone with geometric designs
from a Slave Cemetery in Virginia

they thought the field was wasting
and so they gathered the marker rocks and stones and
piled them into a barn they say that the rocks were shaped
some of them scratched with triangles and other forms they
must have been trying to invent some new language they say
the rocks went to build that wall there guarding the manor and
some few were used for the state house
crops refused to grow
i say the stones marked an old tongue and it was called eternity
and pointed toward the river i say that after that collection
no pillow in the big house dreamed i say that somewhere under
here moulders one called alice whose great grandson is old now
too and refuses to talk about slavery i say that at the
masters table only one plate is set for supper i say no seed
can flourish on this ground once planted then forsaken wild
berries warm a field of bones
bloom how you must i say
Source: The Poetry Foundation (www.poetryfoundation.org)

About Tusculum Institute
Tusculum Institute is a historic preservation resource center on the
campus of Sweet Briar College providing education and outreach to
students, faculty, and the wider community and region. Using the rich
historic and intellectual resources of the College and working in
partnership with the Department of Historic Resources and other
agencies, the Institute supports the preservation of the region’s
historic assets in a context of environmental stewardship and
promotes the use of Virginia's historic legacy as a learning resource.
If you wish to support us, please contact Heidi Hansen McCrory, vice
president of alumnae and development, P.O. Box 1057, Sweet Briar,
VA 24595. E-mail her at hmccrory@sbc.edu or call (434) 381-6164.

